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Abstract Because Internet access rates are highly heterogeneous, many video content providers today make available different versions of the videos, with each
version encoded at a different rate. Multiple video versions, however, require more
server storage and may also dramatically impact cache performance in a traditional
cache or in a CDN server. An alternative to versions is layered encoding, which can
also provide multiple quality levels. Layered encoding requires less server storage
capacity and may be more suitable for caching; but it typically increases transmission
bandwidth due to encoding overhead. In this paper we compare video streaming of
multiple versions with that of multiple layers in a caching environment. We examine
caching and distribution strategies that use both versions and layers. We consider
two cases: the request distribution for the videos is known a priori; and adaptive
caching, for which the request distribution is unknown. Our analytical and simulation
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results indicate that mixed distribution/caching strategies provide the best overall
performance.
Keywords Proxy caching · Streaming video · Layered video · Multi-version video

1 Introduction
Many analysts expect streaming stored video to be the dominant traffic type in the
Internet in the upcoming years, dwarfing the bandwidth usage of other Internet
applications. Driving this demand is the current deployment of residential broadband
access technologies, such as cable modem and xDSL technologies.
Given that the Internet will soon be transporting vast quantities of video traffic,
a major concern becomes the efficient distribution of the video data. As with Web
objects, video data can be transported to the client in many different ways, including
(a) directly from origin server to client; (b) through intermediate ISP caches; and (c)
through content distribution networks (CDNs) such as the Akamai network.
In designing new strategies for distributing stored video over the Internet, we
also must take into account that access to the Internet is highly heterogeneous
[1, 10]. Today, Internet access includes 56 Kbps modem connections, 128 Kbps
ISDN connections, shared-bandwidth cable modem connections, xDSL connections
with downstream rates in the 100 Kbps to 6 Mbps range, and high-speed switched
Ethernet connections at 10–100 Mbps. Because Internet access is heterogeneous,
video content providers typically provide multiple quality levels, with each quality
level having a different encoding rate.
Multiple quality levels can be created by encoding video into multiple versions,
each version encoded at a different rate. However, multiple versions of the same
video can cause large increases in the amount of storage. For example, for storing
1,000 videos, each video having an average length of 1 h and having an average
encoded bit rate of 4 Mbps, the required storage is 1,800 GB of storage. If for
each video there is a second lower-quality version at half the bit rate of the highquality version, then we need an additional 900 GB of storage. When there are many
versions, the additional required bandwidth can be yet much more.
Layered encoding (also known as hierarchical encoding) can also be used to create
multiple quality levels. The storage requirements at a server for maintaining multiple
layers is typically much less than maintaining the same number of versions. However,
creating video layers generates additional bandwidth overhead [2, 9]. In particular,
for the same quality level, layered encoding typically requires more transmission
bandwidth than does a video version.
Given the presence of a caching and/or content distribution network infrastructure, and the need for multiple video quality levels, in this paper we compare
distributing video versions to distributing video layers. We also examine mixed
strategies consisting of both versions and layers.
Specifically, we consider a model in which all video content is encoded into two
versions: a low-quality version and a high-quality version. All videos are also hierarchical encoded into a base layer and an enhancement layer. A proxy, representing
an institutional cache or a server in a CDN, sits between the origin servers and the
clients. Bandwidth between the proxy and the clients is assumed to be abundant.
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However, bandwidth between the origin server and the proxy is a constrained resource, as well as is the storage capacity at the proxy. When the proxy receives a
request for a video at a specific quality level, the proxy will directly satisfy the request
if it has cached the appropriate version or layers; otherwise, if sufficient bandwidth is
available between origin server and proxy, the origin server will stream the needed
version or layer(s) to the client through the proxy.
We first consider the case when the request distribution for the videos is known.
We consider three natural distribution strategies and develop an analytical performance methodology. We then consider the case when the request distribution is
unknown. We propose three natural adaptive caching strategies and use simulation
to compare their performance. Broadly speaking, we find that mixed strategies that
use both versions and layers provide the most robust performance. Our model and
methodology brings out a number of subtle issues that shed important insights on the
distribution of multi-quality video in the Internet.
This paper is organized as follows. We end this section with an overview of
related work. In Section 2 we present our model and establish some basic properties
of optimal caching strategies. In Section 3 we consider the case when the request
distribution is known. We develop an analytical methodology, which we use to
study the performance of three natural caching strategies. In Section 4 we consider
adaptive caching and again study three natural distribution schemes. We discuss
video transcoding in the context of our distribution framework in Section 5 and
summarize our findings in Section 6.

1.1 Related work
Decuetos et al. [4] also compared streaming of video versions to streaming of
video layers. In particular, in a TCP-friendly context, they proposed prefetching and
quality-level switching schemes for both pure versions and pure layers. The paper [4]
focused on time-dependent streaming of a single video from origin server to client;
it did not take into account an intermediate cache sitting between origin servers and
clients.
Kim and Ammar [8] compared streaming layers and versions in a multicast context. Their results show that while layering may have a slight advantage in general,
there are also situations where versions are to be preferred. However, their work is
based on multicast and does not take into account any caching.
Kangasharju et al. [7] considered caching strategies for layered video. In particular, they formulated the problem as an optimization problem, showed that the
optimization problem was intractable, and proposed and studied several natural
heuristics. The paper [7] did not take into account multiple versions, and therefore
did not compare caching layers, caching versions, and mixed strategies.

2 Model and notation
Figure 1 illustrates our architecture for video caching. Suppose there are M videos
available; and all of them are stored on the origin servers. Popular videos are cached
in a proxy server, which is located close to its client community.
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Fig. 1 Architecture for
caching and streaming of
adaptive video

2.1 Proxy server
The clients direct their requests to the proxy server; if the requested video (defined
by type and quality) is in the proxy, then the video is streamed from the proxy to
the client; if it is not in the proxy, the video is streamed from the origin server to the
proxy, and then from the proxy to the client.
The proxy server is connected to the origin servers via a wide area network
(e.g., the Internet). We model the bandwidth available for streaming from the origin
servers to the proxy server as a bottleneck link of fixed capacity C (bit/s). The proxy
is connected to the clients via a local access network, which could be a LAN running
over Ethernet, or a residential access network using xDSL or HFC technologies. For
the purposes of this study, we assume that there is abundant bandwidth for streaming
from the proxy to the clients. We model the proxy server as having a storage capacity
of G (bytes) and having infinite storage bandwidth (for reading from storage). Our
focus in this study is on caching strategies that cache complete layers or versions of
videos in the proxy. Our goal is to cache video layers or versions so as to maximize
the number of supported streams.
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2.2 Versions
Real Networks [12] and other video streaming technology companies today allow
content providers to encode video into multiple quality versions. Video versions
allow service and content providers to offer flexible streaming services to clients with
vastly different access bandwidths and decoding capabilities. Clients with low-speed
access will only be interested in the low-quality stream. Clients with LAN, cablemodem or ADSL access will be interested in high-quality streams.
Many content providers today store multiple versions of the same video on the
origin server and stream the video version that is most appropriate on a user-touser basis. This approach allows for flexible pricing structures. A content or service
provider may offer the low-quality version for a standard charge and charge a
premium for the high-quality version. Throughout this paper we shall assume that
two quality levels are available for each video.
Although the approach of multiple versions offers greater service and pricing
flexibility, it has major drawbacks. First, it requires more storage at the origin server
than does the approach that makes only one quality level available. Second, if one
quality version is cached in a proxy server, and there is a request for a different
quality version, then the requested version must be fully streamed from the origin
server, i.e., the cached version is of no use. And third, if both quality levels are cached
in the proxy, then more storage is necessary than when only one version is used.
2.3 Layers
An alternative to using versions is to use layered (also known as hierarchical
encoded) video. With layered encoding, each video object is encoded into a base
layer and one or more enhancement layers. The base layer contains the most essential
information, and the enhancement layers provide quality enhancements. A particular
enhancement layer can be decoded only if all lower quality layers are available.
Throughout this paper, we will assume that each video has been coded into two
layers, a base layer and a single enhancement layer.
The storage requirements for the base and enhancement layer together are
typically less than the requirements for the low-quality and high-quality versions
together, for both the origin server and the proxy. Furthermore, if the base layer
is cached in the proxy, and a client requests a high-quality version, then only the
enhancement layer needs to be streamed from the origin server. Nevertheless,
layered encoding has one major drawback, namely, encoding overhead. Typically,
for the same high-quality level, the total rate of the base and enhancement layer
combined is larger than the rate of the high-quality version. Also, for the same lowquality level, the rate of base layer is often larger than that of the low-quality version.
This overhead impacts both transmission and storage resources.
In summary, in this study each video can be encoded into either versions or layers.
For versions, we suppose that there are two possible versions, namely, a high-quality
version and a low-quality version. For layers, we suppose that the video is encoded
into two layers, namely, a base layer and an enhancement layer. Thus, each video
has four objects associated with it: a low-quality version, a high-quality version, a
base layer, and an enhancement layer. We denote these four objects by l, h, b , and e,
respectively.
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If T(m) is the length of video m, m = 1, . . . , M, in seconds and r(m) is the
encoding rate for one of the versions or layers in bit/s, then the corresponding
storage requirement for the object is S(m) = T(m) × r(m) bit. Table 1 summarizes
the notation we will use for the two versions and the two layers. We naturally assume
that the rate of the high-quality version is larger than the rate of the low-quality
version, i.e., rh (m) > rl (m).
In order to compare the caching of layers and versions, we suppose throughout
that the encodings are such that the visual quality of the base layer is the same as
the visual quality of the low-quality version; and the video quality of the base and
enhancement layer combined is the same as the high-quality version. However, due
to encoding overhead to create layers, we do not assume that the layers and versions
have the same encoding rates. Instead, we make the following three natural Rate
Assumptions which are based on video encoding experiments [2, 9]:
1. Due to the overhead of layered encoding, the base layer has at least the same rate
as the low-quality version, i.e., rb (m) = rl (m) × [1 + Ol (m)] where Ol (m) ≥ 0 is
the low-quality coding overhead.
2. Again due to the overhead of layered encoding, the base and enhancement
layers together have at least the same rate as the high-quality version, i.e.,
rb (m) + re (m) = rh (m) × [1 + Oh (m)] where Oh (m) ≥ 0 is the high-quality coding overhead.
3. The base and enhancement layers together have smaller rate than the two
versions, i.e., rb (m) + re (m) < rl (m) + rh (m).
For any video, the proxy can contain objects made from versions and/or layers.
However, we assume the decoding constraint, namely, that the proxy never caches the
enhancement layer if the base layer is not cached. When a request arrives to the proxy
for some low-quality video, the proxy can satisfy the request if it is currently storing
either the low-quality version or the base layer of the video. Otherwise, the proxy
must obtain either the low-quality version or the base layer from the origin server
and relay the object to the requesting client. When a request arrives to the proxy
for some high-quality video, the proxy can satisfy the request if it is currently storing
either the high-quality version or if it is storing both the base and enhancement layers
of the video. Otherwise, it must retrieve an object from the network to satisfy the
request. If the proxy has stored the base layer, then the proxy can retrieve either the
enhancement layer or the high-quality version.
Note that we do not consider the details of the layered codec used to create the
layered videos. In our caching model each video object (layer or version) is always
treated as an entity, i.e., either we have all of it or none of it. This applies to both
objects that are cached and objects that are streamed from the origin server. Also,
for simplicity, we assume that the users always watch the complete video without
interruptions. For these reasons, we do not need to consider the details of the

Table 1 Notation: rates and storage requirements of layers and versions of video m, m = 1, . . . , M

Encoding rate
Size

Base layer

Enh. layer

Low quality

High quality

rb (m)
Sb (m)

re (m)
Se (m)

rl (m)
Sl (m)

rh (m)
Sh (m)
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codec, but only the aggregate effect of the layered codec, i.e., how much overhead it
introduces. How this overhead is distributed over the individual frames has no effect
on the results in this model. As we present in Section 3, a client specifies a target
quality (low or high) and the request is either accepted or blocked. If the request
is accepted, then the entire video is delivered at the requested target quality, with
absolutely no quality changes.
2.4 Basic properties
For a given video, there are four cachable objects: the low-quality version (l), the
high-quality version (h), the base layer (b ), and the enhancement layer (e). Thus for
any given video, there are 24 = 16 different combinations of objects that can be put
in the cache, including putting no object in the cache. This is a daunting number of
combinations to analyze. Recall that our goal is to maximize the number of supported
streams. Fortunately, without loss of generality, we may restrict ourselves to only five
of the combinations:
Theorem 1 There is an optimal caching configuration such that for each video one of
the following five object combinations is used: ∅, {l}, {h}, {b }, or {b , e}. In other words,
for each given video we either cache just the low-quality version, just the high-quality
version, just the base layer, the base and enhancement layers together, or no objects at
all.
Proof Because of the decoding constraint for layered video, we can rule out all
combinations that include e but not b .
Now consider {b , h}. Note that Rate Assumptions 3 and 1 together imply
that rh (m) > re (m). Hence rb (m) + rh (m) > rb (m) + re (m). It follows from this last
expression that we can replace the combination {b , h} with {b , e} and use less storage
while still satisfying all requests at the proxy for the video. Thus we can rule out
{b , h}.
Now consider {b , l}, {b , l, e}, {b , l, h}, {b , l, h, e}. By caching the base layer,
we satisfy all low-quality requests and we partially satisfy higher quality requests
(only need to get enhancement layer from network). If we additionally cache the
low-quality version, we take up more storage and we do not satisfy more requests for
low-quality video. Combining this observation with rh (m) > re (m) implies that if we
cache the base layer, then there is no need to also cache the low-quality layer. Thus
we can rule out all these four cases.
Now consider {l, h}. This combination will satisfy all requests at the proxy. However, the combination {b , e} also satisfies all requests and, by Rate Assumption 3,
takes less storage. Thus, we can rule out {l, h}.
Finally, we can also rule out {b , e, h} since the combination {b , e} also satisfies
all requests but takes less storage.

As a corollary to the above theorem, for any given video we use either versions or
layers but not both.
Theorem 1 generalizes to a scenario where we have three levels of quality without
any need for additional rate assumptions. However, for scenarios with four or more
levels of quality, we will need additional information about the details of the video
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codec and the encoding rates of the different objects. This observation can be
explained as follows. Say we have four quality levels. The layers have rates rl1 , rl2 ,
rl3 , and rl4 , and the corresponding versions have rates rv1 , rv2 , rv3 , and rv4 . Suppose
that the cache contains the first two layers (l1 and l2 ) and the highest quality version,
v4 . This clearly would violate Theorem 1, since we have both layers and versions for
the same video. Making similar basic rate assumptions as for two layers, we know that
rl1 + rl2 < rv1 + rv2 , hence we cannot replace the lower layers with the corresponding
versions. To replace v4 with layers, we would need to get both l3 and l4 into the
cache. From the same basic rate assumptions we know that rl4 < rv4 , however we
do not know whether rl3 + rl4 < rv4 would hold. For this, we would need additional
information about how the codec distributes the video data into the layers.
If the codec puts the bulk of the data into the lower layers, then the higher
layers are likely to be small which would mean that Theorem 1 would hold in the
general case. However, if the lower layers are small and the higher layers contain a
large amount of data, then the question of whether Theorem 1 holds would remain
open. If we know how the codec distributes the data, then the actual verification of
Theorem 1 is simple, since we only need to compare the rates of the higher layers to
the rates of the higher quality versions. In a scenario with a large number of layers
this could mean a large number of possible combinations which we would need to
verify; however, the actual verification would be a simple operation which could
easily be performed.
Motivated by the above theorem, in the following sections we will propose and
examine strategies for caching layer and version objects. But it is also useful to make
a few additional Observations about extreme cases:
1. For a given video if all (or “nearly all”) requests are for the low-quality version
(and none or “nearly none” are for the high-quality version), then we would
either cache the low-quality version or cache no objects for that video, i.e., as
object combination we would use either {l} or ∅.
2. Similarly, if for a given video if all (or “nearly all”) requests are for the highquality version, we would use either {h} or ∅.
3. If there is no overhead for layered encoding, that is, if Ol (m) = Oh (m) = 0, then
for video m we would only use layers; in particular, we would use either ∅, {b },
or {b , e}.
However, when (a) there is layering overhead, and (b ) request rates for low- and
high-quality versions are both significant, then it is not obvious whether we should
use versions or layers; furthermore, for some videos it may be preferable to use
versions whereas for others it may be preferable to use layers.

3 Known request distribution
We start by modeling the steady-state cache performance using a static caching
model. With this model, we assume that the request pattern is known a priori and
does not change dynamically. Suppose that there are M videos. Suppose that requests
for video streams arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λ (requests/hour).
Let j denote the requested quality level with j = 0 indicating a request for a
low quality video, and j = 1 indicating a request for a high quality video. Let
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p( j, m), j = 0, 1; m = 1, . . . , M, denote the probability that a given request is for
the
stream of video m. As a proper mass distribution the p( j, m)’s satisfy
 M j-quality
1
m=1
j=0 p( j, m) = 1.
The corollary to Theorem 1 suggests three caching strategies, namely:
1. Pure version caching, where we cache only video versions.
2. Pure layer caching, where we cache only video layers.
3. Mixed caching, where we cache layers for some videos and versions for others.
For all three caching strategies we first order the request probabilities p( j, m),
j = 0, 1; m = 1, . . . , M, in decreasing order. We then fill the cache by considering
the objects ( j, m) that are the most requested. First, we put the object ( j, m) with the
largest request probability p( j, m) into the cache. Next, we cache the object ( j, m)
with the next largest probability p( j, m), and so on. If at some point (as the cache fills
up) the object needed to satisfy the request with the next largest request probability
does not fit into the remaining cache space, we skip this object and try to cache the
objects with the next largest request probabilities.
With pure version caching we cache only versions of the videos. We cache the
high quality version of video m if the next largest probability p( j, m) is for the high
quality stream of video m (i.e., j = 1). If the next largest probability is for the low
quality stream of video m, then we cache the low quality version of video m. Note
that with pure version caching we may end up caching both high and low quality
versions of the same video (which we know from Theorem 1 is sub-optimal).
With pure layer caching we cache only video layers. If the next largest request
probability p( j, m) is for the low quality stream of video m (i.e., j = 0), then we
cache the base layer of video m. On the other hand, if the next largest probability
is for the high quality stream of video m (i.e., j = 1), then we cache both base and
enhancement layer of video m. If the base layer has already been cached, i.e., if
p(0, m) > p(1, m), then we need to cache the enhancement layer only. Due to the
decoding constraint, we never cache the enhancement layer of a given video without
caching the corresponding base layer.
With mixed caching we cache the high quality version of video m if the next largest
p( j, m) is for the high quality stream of video m and no other object of the video has
been cached. On the other hand, if the next largest probability is for the low quality
stream of video m and no other object of the video has been cached, then we (a)
cache the low quality version of video m if rb (m) > rl (m), and (b) cache the base
layer of video m if rb (m) = rl (m). However, if we have already cached the low (or
high) quality version of a given video and the next largest probability is for a different
quality of the video, then we replace the low (or high) quality version of the video
with the base and enhancement layer of the video.
3.1 Video caching model
In this section we develop an analytical model for the caching and streaming of
video layers and versions. We derive expressions for the blocking probability of
a client request and the long run rate at which client requests are satisfied. To
keep track of the objects in the cache we introduce a vector of cache indicators
c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , c M ), with cm = {∅}, {l}, {h}, {l, h}, {b }, or {b , e}, for m = 1, . . . , M.
cm indicates whether no object, the low-quality version, the high-quality version,
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both the low- and high-quality version, the base layer, or the base layer together
with the enhancement layer is cached for video m. (We allow for cm = {l, h} to
accommodate pure version caching in our model; note, however, that by Theorem 1
it is sub-optimal to cache both the low- and high-quality version for a given video m.)
In our model we focus on the bottleneck link of capacity C, that connects the proxy
server to the origin servers. We model this link as a stochastic knapsack [13]. Let
b cm ( j, m), j = 0, 1, m = 1, . . . , M, denote the link capacity required for satisfying
a request for a j-quality stream of video m, given that the object(s) cm are cached
for video m. Table 2 gives the b cm ( j, m)’s for all possible combinations of cm and
j. We assume that the lower rate versions are streamed over the bottleneck link
whenever a request cannot be satisfied by the cache; except in the case where the base
layer is cached and the high-quality stream is requested, in that case we stream the
enhancement layer. Without loss of generality we assume that C and all b cm ( j, m)’s
are positive integers. Let b c = (b cm ( j, m)), j = 0, 1, m = 1, . . . , M, be the vector of
the bandwidth requirements of the requests. Note that this vector has 2M elements.
Throughout we assume that the client watches the entire stream without interruption,
thus the bandwidth b cm ( j, m) is occupied for T(m) seconds. Let n = (n( j, m)), j = 0,
1, m = 1, . . . , M, be the vector of the numbers of ongoing j-quality streams of video
m. The n( j, m)’s are non-negative integers. Let S c = {n : b c × n ≤ C} be the state
space
of the stochastic knapsack model of the bottleneck link, where b c × n =
M 
1
m=1
j=0 b cm ( j, m) × n( j, m). Furthermore, let S c ( j, m) be the subset of states in
which the knapsack (i.e., the bottleneck link) admits a stream with the bandwidth
requirement b cm ( j, m). We have S c ( j, m) = {n ∈ S c : b c × n ≤ C − b cm ( j, m)}. The
blocking probabilities can be explicitly expressed as






M
1
n( j,m) /(n( j,m))!
n∈S c ( j,m) m=1
j=0 (ρ( j,m))
B c ( j, m) = 1 − 
,
 M 1
n∈S c m=1 j=0 (ρ( j,m))n( j,m) /(n( j,m))!

(1)

where ρ( j, m) = λp( j, m)T(m) is the load offered by requests for j-quality streams of
video m. These blocking probabilities can be efficiently calculated using the recursive
Kaufman–Roberts algorithm [13, p. 23]. The expected blocking probability of a
client’s request is given by

B(c) =

1
M 


p( j, m)B c ( j, m).

m=1 j=0

Table 2 Bandwidth requirement for streaming j-quality stream of video m given cache configuration
b cm ( j, m)
b cm ( j, m)

cm = {∅}

cm = {l}

cm = {h}

cm = {l, h}

cm = {b }

cm = {b , e}

j=0
j=1

rl (m)
rh (m)

0
rh (m)

rl (m)
0

0
0

0
re (m)

0
0
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The long run throughput, i.e., the long run rate at which client requests are satisfied
is given by
TH(c) = λ ×

M 
1


p( j, m)(1 − B c ( j, m)).

m=1 j=0

We define the normalized throughput THn (c) as the ratio of the rate of satisfied
requests to the total request arrival rate, i.e., THn (c) = TH(c)/λ.
3.2 Numerical results
We assume that there are M = 1,000 different videos. For a given video m we
generate the version and layer rates as follows. The rate of the high quality version
rh (m) is drawn randomly from a uniform distribution between 2 and 6 Mbps with a
granularity of 0.1 Mbps and an average of 4 Mbps. The rate of the low quality version
rl (m) is uniformly drawn between 0.5 × rh (m) and 0.7 × rh (m) with an average of
0.6 × rh (m). The length of the video T(m) is drawn from an exponential distribution
with an average length of 1 h.
We assume that the aggregate rate for the layered video has an overhead Oh (m)
over the high quality version, i.e., rb (m) + re (m) = [1 + Oh (m)] × rh (m). We consider
two cases: (a) rb (m) = rl (m), and (b) rb (m) > rl (m), in this case we vary rb (m) between rl (m) and [1 + Oh (m)] × rl (m). With rb (m) fixed, the rate of the enhancement
layer re (m) is then computed as re (m) = [1 + Oh (m)] × rh (m) − rb (m).
The p( j, m)s are determined as follows. Let pm , m = 1, . . . , M, denote the
probability that a given client request is for video m (irrespective of whether the
request is for the low quality stream or the high quality stream of the video). We draw
the pm s from a Zipf distribution with parameter ζ = 1. Let q denote the probability
that the request for a given video is for the low quality stream of the video. We
fix q as a system parameter in our numerical analysis. We set p(0, m) = q × pm
and p(1, m) = (1 − q) × pm . Client requests arrive according to a Poisson process.
The average request arrival rate is λ = 270 requests/hour, chosen to give a blocking
probability of 2% when q = 1.0.
The cache size is set to G = 200 GB and the link capacity is C = 150 Mbps.
For a given realization of the layer and version rates (rl (m), rh (m), rb (m), re (m))
as well as video lengths T(m), m = 1, . . . , M, we apply the three outlined caching
strategies to obtain the cache indicators cm , m = 1, . . . , M. With these cache indicators we calculate the normalized throughput using the stochastic knapsack analysis
introduced in the previous section. We run many independent replications of this
procedure to obtain confidence intervals for the normalized throughput. For every
independent replication we draw a new independent set of layer and version rates
and video lengths. We repeat this procedure until the 95% confidence interval of the
normalized throughput is less than 1% of the corresponding sample mean.
In figure 2 we plot the normalized throughput as a function of the probability
of a low quality request q. The results show that if no overhead is incurred in
generating layered videos (i.e., Oh = 0), then pure layer caching is the best strategy
as suggested by Observation 3 above. Caching layers is also favorable when the
requests are non-homogeneous (0.1 < q < 1) and the overhead is low. We see that
the throughput for pure layer caching increases monotonically as more requests are
for low quality videos and decreases with increasing overhead. The throughput for
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pure layer caching is strongly affected when the base layer includes overhead (i.e.,
rb > rl ). This can be considered as the worst case and therefore, we always assume
rb > rl in future plots.
Pure version caching is only favorable in case of homogeneous request quality,
i.e., all requests are either for low quality (q = 0) or for high quality streams (q = 1).
The largest throughput is achieved if all requests are for low quality streams. This
is expected because in this scenario more videos are cached and hence the cache hit
rate is higher compared to a scenario where all requests are for high quality streams.
The throughput is lowest when the requests are non-homogeneous as sometimes we
need to cache both the low- and the high-quality version.
The results indicate that mixed caching strikes a good balance between pure
layer caching and pure version caching for all cases and offers the best overall
performance. It performs as well as pure layer caching when the overhead is zero
and as well as pure version caching when Oh = 0.5. Since the smallest rl is 0.5 × rh ,
Oh = 0.5 is the largest overhead incurred in creating layered video while meeting
Rate Assumption 3.
Figure 3 gives the normalized throughput as a function of the overhead Oh of
layered encoding. We can clearly see that mixed caching gives better performance
than pure version caching and pure layer caching for the range of overhead. Its
performance is less sensitive to the overhead than pure layer caching.
The superiority of mixed caching is independent of the cache size and the link
capacity. In figure 4 we plot the normalized throughput as a function of the cache
size G and the link capacity C. The cache size is chosen between G = 45 and 900 GB
or between 2.5 and 50% of the total video data. Given the average video length Tavg
(in seconds), the average rate of a video ravg (in bit/s), and the client request rate λ (in
requests/second), we would need on average C = Tavg × ravg × λ Mbps of bandwidth
to stream all the requested videos. We varied the link capacity between C = 10 and
160 Mbps or between 1 and 16% of the total requested video bit rate. Both figures
show that in all cases mixed caching offers the best overall performance. It shows that
mixed caching gives similar performance to pure layer caching for small overhead
and similar performance to the pure version caching for Oh = 0.5. In summary, the
results for the static caching model demonstrate that a mixed caching strategy can
strike a good balance between pure layer caching and pure version caching.

4 Adaptive caching
With the static caching model, the request distribution is assumed to be known
beforehand. However, in practice, the actual request distribution may not be known.
When the distribution is unknown, we need to make caching and replacement
decisions on-the-fly. Moreover, in most video distribution systems, new videos are
being continually released. As the video popularities change, providers replace the
least popular videos in their systems with new videos. In this section we will consider
adaptively caching and replacing videos when the request distribution is unknown
and new videos are being continuously released. We will compare the performance
differences of static caching (with known distributions) and adaptive caching, and
identify the factors causing the differences. We will also investigate whether the basic
observations of Section 2 still apply.
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In order to allow for direct comparison with the static caching scenario, we model
the dynamic request distribution as follows. We start with the same 1,000 videos and
generate requests in a similar fashion as in the static caching scenario. However,
in this adaptive model, we assume that a fresh set of videos is made available
periodically and the least popular videos are replaced by this new set of videos. We
assume that 1–50 new videos are released every week and that the exact number
of new videos is uniformly distributed between 1 and 50. The characteristics of these
new videos follow the same distribution as used in Section 3.2. Once the least popular
videos are replaced by these new videos, the popularity of all videos in the system
are re-shuffled and requests are generated based on the new popularity distribution.
Upon re-shuffling, we also evict all currently cached objects from the videos that have
been replaced. If at least one stream is currently using the objects, then we remove
the objects as soon as the ongoing stream(s) finishes.
Now, we explain the caching strategies. We start with an empty cache and cache
the layer or version of a video as it is requested and streamed to the client. If the
cache is full, then we replace the video in the cache following a least recently used
(LRU) replacement strategy. We replace videos in the cache until enough space is
obtained. In all strategies, we do not replace a video object from the cache if the
object is currently being used for streaming the video. In the following we describe
the three caching strategies identified in Section 3.
With pure version caching, we cache the high-quality version if the high quality
video is requested and that version is not in the cache regardless of whether we have
the low version in the cache or not. Likewise, we cache the low-quality version if the
low quality video is requested and that version is not in the cache. Again, we do it
regardless of whether we have the high-quality version in the cache or not. Therefore,
we can have both high- and low-quality versions in the cache (which we know from
Theorem 1 is suboptimal).
With pure layer caching, we cache both base and enhancement layer if the high
quality video is requested and the video is not in the cache. If we already have the
base layer, then we only stream the enhancement layer from the origin server and
cache it. We stream the base layer from the origin server and cache it if the request
is for low quality video and the base layer is not cached. During replacement, we
remove the enhancement layer before the base layer.
With mixed caching, we have a similar objective as in the static caching model.
We basically want to reduce the resource usage by mixing layers and versions in the
cache. Here, we consider two simple heuristics to illustrate our findings.
The first heuristic corresponds exactly to mixed caching in the static model. Its
objective is to replace the caching of both high- and low-quality version of a video
with the layers of the video since they use less resources as rb (m) + re (m) < rh (m) +
rl (m). The caching proceeds as follows. For the first request we stream and cache
the version of the video. So, if the request is for high-quality video, we stream and
cache the high-quality version of the video. If the request is for the low-quality video,
then we stream and cache the low-quality version if rb (m) > rl (m), or the base layer
if rb (m) = rl (m). If there is a second request for a different quality level of the same
video, then we try to satisfy the request with layers and remove the version from
the cache. Otherwise, we proceed with pure version caching. In replacing the version
by layers, we reject the request and keep the version if we do not have enough link
capacity to stream the layers. Moreover, since we do not want to interrupt ongoing
streams, we cannot remove the version if it is being used, but we still cache the layers.
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Once we have cached the layers, the version will be removed as soon as the ongoing
streams using that version are terminated. If both the base and enhancement layers
of a video are removed from the cache (by LRU replacement), then we will start
again with the streaming and caching of versions for the next request. The motivation
is that if a video object can be removed from the cache, then the video object is
probably not very popular. So, it is better to start again with versions.
The second heuristic is similar to the first heuristic, except that for the first request
we stream the version of the video but we do not cache it. So, if the request is for high
quality video, then we stream the high-quality version of the video but do not cache it,
and if it is for low-quality video, then we stream the low-quality version of the video
but do not cache it. If there is a second request for the same video then we cache the
layers of the video. If the second request is for high-quality video then we stream and
cache both base and enhancement layers. If it is for low-quality video, then we stream
and cache the base layer only. In this way, we stream versions but never cache them.
Instead, we cache only layers. The motivation of this heuristic is to avoid caching
objects for videos which are requested once only. Moreover, for videos which are
requested more than once, caching video layers can serve requests of different quality
while using less resources. This caching strategy requires the proxy to keep track of
videos that have been previously streamed. If all layers of a video are removed from
the cache, then we will start again, streaming but not caching versions, and caching
layers upon second requests.
4.1 Numerical results
We now present simulation results for adaptive caching. We use the same distributions for the layer and version rates as well as the video lengths as were used
in Section 3.2. While we evaluated the normalized throughput with the stochastic
knapsack analysis in Section 3.2, we now obtain the normalized throughput from
simulations of the cache operation. We use sequential simulation [6] to stop a
simulation run automatically once the 95% confidence interval is reached or the
simulation has run for 108 s. We then repeat the simulation by using different seeds.
This ensures a different mixture of videos and hence cache composition. The final
results are obtained by averaging the values from all runs. The simulation runs are
repeated until the final results with 95% confidence intervals across different video
mixtures are reached.
Figure 5 gives the normalized throughput as a function of the probability of a
low quality request q. The figure shows that pure version caching is only favorable
in case of homogeneous requests. For heterogeneous requests, pure layer caching
offers better performance than pure version caching, especially when the layering
overhead is low and no overhead is incurred in creating the base layer. As with the
static model, we see that mixed caching—using both heuristics 1 and 2—provides
a good balance between pure layer and pure version caching. It performs better
than pure layer caching for small overhead and as well as pure version caching for
large overhead. We also observe that heuristic 2 gives excellent results for a small
layered encoding overhead. Note that heuristic 2 can be considered a variation of
pure layer caching where we require to see two requests before caching layers of a
video. Throughout, heuristic 2 performs much better than pure layer caching. This
demonstrates the importance of weeding out the one-timer requests.
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Comparing the plots with figure 2 we notice that in general the throughput for
adaptive caching is smaller than the throughput for static caching. This is mainly
because the request pattern is not known a priori in the adaptive caching model.
In adaptive caching, videos are (a) cached as requests arrive, and (b) evicted from
the cache when there is not enough space for new video objects. Thus, the order
of the request arrivals has a strong impact on the cache composition, whereas the
cache composition is exclusively based on the stream popularities in the static caching
model. The difference in performance between static caching and adaptive caching
widens as the average request arrival rate λ increases, as is illustrated in figure 6. This
can be explained as follows. Consider a cache with a large request arrival rate and
suppose that a “mistake” has been made by caching a moderately popular object.
With a large request arrival rate even a moderately popular object could receive
enough requests to have continuously one or more ongoing streams. These ongoing
streams, however, keep the object in the cache and prevent more popular objects
(which would have been cached in the known request distribution scenario) from
entering the cache.
Figure 7 gives the normalized throughput as a function of the amount of overhead
incurred in layered encoding. We observe that heuristic 2 offers the best overall
performance. However, similar to pure layer caching, it is highly sensitive to the
overhead. On the other hand, heuristic 1 behaves similar to pure version caching
and is hence less sensitive to the overhead.
The effects of varying the cache size and link capacity on the normalized throughput are shown in figure 8. Comparing figures 8a and b with figures 2a and b we see
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that the normalized throughput in the adaptive caching model does not grow as fast
as in the static caching model for small cache sizes and small link capacities. This
is again due to the fact that without a priori knowledge of the request distribution
the order of the request arrivals has a strong impact on the cache composition. Also,
moderately popular objects tend to keep the few extremely popular objects from
being cached. Note again that by weeding out one-timer requests, heuristic 2 achieves
a higher throughput than the other strategies.

5 Transcoding
In this section we discuss transcoding (see for instance [14] and references therein),
that is, creating lower quality versions of high quality versions that are already
present in the cache. Transcoding has been studied in the context of image caching
[5, 11], but its applicability to video caching is unknown because of the much higher
resource requirements needed to re-encode the video objects. We consider two
possibilities for transcoding: real-time, or online transcoding, where we can create
the lower quality version from the high quality version in real-time and stream it to
a client, and non-real-time, or offline transcoding, where the transcoding operation
takes longer than the duration of the video.
The online transcoding scenario is particularly attractive, because it would allow
us to cache only the highest quality versions and derive any lower quality versions
as they are requested. However, this scenario may be expensive because of the high
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processing requirements and specialized hardware needed to perform real-time reencoding in a proxy where we might have several transcoding operations in progress
at any time.
Offline transcoding can take advantage of available processing capacity when the
proxy is not so busy, but this would require us to predict the need for lower quality
versions in advance. This is similar to prefetching the lower quality versions and, in
order to be effective, would require efficient prefetching prediction algorithms. Any
wrong prediction would mean that a significant amount of resources had been wasted
on the now useless lower quality version. Prefetching has been studied in the Web
(see for instance [3]), but the results can, at best, be described as a mixed success, with
wrong predictions using almost as much resources as have been saved with correct
predictions.
In summary, while transcoding seems like an attractive method for improving the
performance of the cache, both possible approaches have their problems. Online
transcoding is expensive to implement in current hardware and software and offline
transcoding risks to waste more resources than it saves.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have studied pure versions, pure layers, and mixed distribution
strategies. We found that mixed distribution strikes a good balance to offer the best
overall performance. Our study leads to the following guidelines for distributing
multi-quality video in the Internet:
1. Caches and CDN servers should be partially pre-filled with the most popular
videos. If there are requests for both quality levels of a popular video, than the
server should cache both the base and the enhancement layer of the video (rather
than use versions). It is important to pre-fill the cache with the popular videos;
otherwise, continuously streaming moderately-popular videos may prevent popular videos from getting stored in the cache.
2. For a first-time request of a video with unknown popularity, the origin server
should stream the requested quality level as a version, and the proxy should not
cache the version. If the video experiences multiple requests, then layers should
be streamed and stored in the cache.
3. Although we should use versions to stream first-time requests from origin server
to client, we should not cache versions (unless all the requests for a specific video
are for one quality level).
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